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Cayla Dwyer

Lunchtime Recess
Let’s play sleepover.
Games relegated to childhood for their rejection of rules.
I’ll watch your lips spring with laughter,
imagine you taste of ping pong games played
off of all four walls. Set up the strobe light
in the corner of my basement,
flashing set to the beats of my heart.
Hear how it aches in those pauses of darkness,
how it gasps with your face in relief.
Let’s play turntable.
Your voice: the record of pi,
those values I could listen to infinity,
watch the words form on your lips puff pastries.
Your fingers: the spindle
resting in the grooves made for you by my body.
Hold mine. Feel the way two ends of one circle meet.

Lunchtime Recess

Let’s play Scientific Revolution.
Name our bodies celestial spheres.
I can be the moon
and you’ll be Galileo.
Discover the hollow of my skin, the echoes of your
passing glance, the touch that might have been.
Or better yet, you can be the sun
and I’ll be Copernicus.
Dedicate my life to the mathematics of your
holy movements, invoke your name on my knees,
make you feel second to God.
Let’s play roadblock.
You be the spikes covering the asphalt
I’ll be the tires speeding toward their salvation.
Wait for the moment my treads have been dreaming
of: time halting as we finally press into each other.
Puncture my lungs,
release the air for me.
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